Keywords: iron ore; price negotiations; foreign investment; China; steel industry; resource security ABSTRACT This paper reviews the restructuring of the Asia-Pacific iron ore market in the wake of the rise of the Chinese steel industry. Prior to the 2000s, this market was characterised by two key features -high firm-level concentration on both the producer and consumer sides, and price determination through annually negotiated benchmark pricing between Australian mining and Japanese steel firms. However, owing to rapid growth in the Chinese steel industry and its emergence as the region's principal iron ore consumer, the Asia-Pacific iron ore market has been dramatically restructured during the last decade. This process has been accelerated since 2005 by Chinese governmental resource security policies, which have sought to address current record high iron ore prices through the use of foreign investment to sponsor new market entrants and the formation of an import cartel amongst the Chinese steel firms. This paper evaluates how these policies have driven restructuring in the Asia-Pacific iron ore market, through an analysis of the growth of China's steel industry, Chinese resource security policies aimed at lowering iron ore import costs, and their effects upon the regional market's ownership structure and price determination mechanisms. It argues that while Chinese investment and cartelisation policies have catalysed significant changes to the ownership and pricing structures of the Asia-Pacific iron ore market, they have carried only mixed benefits for the Chinese steel industry's resource security.
INTRODUCTION
The Asia-Pacific iron ore market is in flux. Since the first establishment of iron ore trade between Australia and Japan in the late 1960s, the regional market distinguished from other international mineral markets by two features -high degrees of firm-level concentration on both producer and consumer sides, and price determination through annually negotiated benchmark pricing. However, during the last decade these features have been dramatically transformed.
Under conditions of booming demand due to surging Chinese imports, the region's 'Big-3' iron ore producers (Vale, BHP Billiton and Rio Tinto) have been able to push for rapid price rises, which have increased nine-fold since 2000.
These price rises have posed major cost-inflation pressures for the Chinese steel industry, and in response the Chinese government announced a series of 'resource security' measures to address soaring iron ore import prices in 2005.
These policies aimed to restructure the regional iron ore market through: (a) the sponsorship of new mining projects through foreign investment; and (b) the cartelisation of Chinese steel firms in order to influence annual price negotiations. These Chinese policies have catalysed major changes in the regional market, diluting levels of ownership concentration on the producer side and resulting in the abandonment of negotiated pricing in favour of an index-based pricing model in early 2010. This paper examines these recent patterns of restructuring in the Asia-Pacific iron ore market. Following a review of the market's structure prior to 2000, it examines how rising Chinese imports have driven price increases in the last decade, and reviews the resource security policies that the Chinese government has deployed in an effort to ameliorate them. It then provides a detailed assessment of the effects of these Chinese policies on regional market structures, in terms of reductions in producer-side ownership concentration and the shift from negotiated to indexbased pricing mechanisms. Drawing on this analysis, it argues that Chinese resource security policies have achieved only mixed successes in their goal of restructuring the regional market in ways that improve the resource security of Chinese steel firms. The paper concludes by evaluating implications for the future operation of the Asia-Pacific iron ore market -demonstrating that while changes to pricing mechanisms have moved the market closer to that for other mineral commodities, high levels of ownership concentration are likely to remain despite Chinese efforts to sponsor new market entrants.
HISTORICAL FEATURES OF THE ASIA-PACIFIC IRON ORE MARKET
During the recent global resources boom, iron ore has been among the fastest growing mining sectors. Between 2000 and 2009, world iron ore exports almost doubled in volume terms, from 478 to 935 million tonnes per annum (mtpa); and increased six-fold in value, from USD 9.2 billion to 55.6 billion (UN Comtrade, 2011) . The majority is conducted as seaborne trade, and due to high transport costs the market is geographically segmented into two regions -with Atlantic-based trade connecting suppliers in Latin America and Africa to West European consumers, and a Pacificbased trade linking Latin American, Australian and Indian producers to Northeast Asian consumers. While geographically distinct, prices in the two markets are linked due to the role of Latin American producers that supply both sets of consumers, which acts as a price transmission mechanism (European Commission, 2001: 32-34) . However, the Asia-Pacific market has been the driving force behind recent growth in world iron ore trade. Asian iron ore imports tripled from 240 mtpa to 775 mtpa between 2000 and 2009 -largely due to booming demand from the Chinese steel industry -and the Asia-Pacific now accounts for over 80% of world iron ore trade (Table 1) . Prior to the 2000s, the Asia-Pacific iron ore market had two features that distinguished it from other international minerals markets. The first was its ownership structure, which was characterised by high firm-level concentration on both the producer (mining) and consumer (steel) sides. On the supply side, the bulk of regional exports came from Australia and Brazil, which in 2000 supplied 74% of the Northeast Asia import market (UN Comtrade, 2011). Three firms, known as the 'Big-3' iron ore miners -Companhia Vale do Rio Doce (Vale) in Brazil, and Rio Tinto and BHP Billiton in Australia -accounted for almost all regional exports. Firm-level concentration was also pronounced on the consumer side, which was made up by the Japanese, Korean and Chinese steel industries. The Japanese industry was dominated by a group of five firms and Korea's by one; though the Chinese steel sector was somewhat less concentrated, with its largest ten firms accounting for only half of national production in 2000 (CSY, 2001 ). There were also patterns of vertical integration between the steel and mining firms, with Japanese steel mills holding minority shares in several joint-venture projects run by BHP and Rio Tinto in Australia (BHP Billiton, 2009a; ).
The second distinguishing feature was the Asia-Pacific market's sales and price determination mechanisms, which were unlike those for almost all other international minerals trade. Historically, sales volumes were regulated by longterm contracts (LTCs) of five-to ten-years duration between the steel and mining firms. First negotiated by the Japanese steel and Australian mining firms in the 1960s, these contracts served as a stabilisation device -providing long-term supply stability for the steel firms, and allowing mining firms to raise the necessary loans to finance project development costs (Rogers & Robertson, 1987) . Price determination was also unique, and was based on the practice of negotiated annual benchmarks rather than spot market pricing. Initially developed during the 1970s, benchmark pricing took the form of an oligopoly-oligopsony negotiation between the Australian mining and Japanese steel firms.
The two groups were respectively organised into informal cartels, with a representative firm from each side (typically Japan's Nippon Steel and Australia's Rio Tinto) acting as a 'champion' that would negotiate prices on behalf of the groups as a whole. These cartelised Australia-Japan negotiations then set an annual benchmark price at which all regional sales would be conducted (Sukagawa, 2010) . This negotiated pricing system acted to stabilise regional iron ore prices, which remained relatively stable in nominal terms from the late 1980s onwards (Figure 1 ). LTCs and negotiated pricing also distinguished iron ore from most other international energy and minerals markets -such as oil and base metals -in which trade is conducted at arm's length between firms, and price determination is market-based through either spot or index pricing systems. Source: Author's calculations, from UNCTAD (2011) and Table 3 .
THE RISE OF THE CHINESE STEEL INDUSTRY
However, after nearly three decades of stable operation, the structure of the Asia-Pacific iron ore market has in the last decade entered a period of rapid reform. The primary cause has been the rapid growth of the Chinese steel industry, and its emergence as the region's main buyer of iron ore.
The origins of the contemporary Chinese steel industry date to the country's liberalising economic reforms from 1978, which called for the gradual replacement of central planning with a 'socialist market economy' and set off a threedecade period of industrialisation and high speed growth. However, given steel's role as a critical industrial input, the state opted to maintain tighter control of the sector than it did for other industries. Privatisation was eschewed in favour of ongoing state ownership, and extensive subsidies were extended to promote the growth and modernisation of the industry (Taube & in der Heiden, 2009) . State control of the industry was further reinforced by activist industrial policy interventions in the 2000s that offered state financial support to consolidate and nurture a group of top-ten state-owned steelmakers (Sun, 2007) . Partly due to this supportive policy environment, and partly as a result of China entering a 'heavy' phase of industrial development that saw rapidly increasing steel demand from the construction and machinery sectors, these Chinese steel industry has boomed over the last decade. Between 2001 and 2009 Chinese crude steel production increased four-fold to 577 mtpa, and its share of world output rose from 18% to 47% (WSA, various years).
Rapid and state-supported growth saw the Chinese steel industry emerge as a major participant in the Asia-Pacific iron ore market from around the beginning of the 2000s. While China's large coal reserves meant it has remained selfsufficient for the supply of metallurgical coal, domestic sources of iron ore proved less reliable. The bulk of Chinese iron ore reserves are of a poor grade, technically difficult to exploit, and are located far from the major steel producing centres on the eastern seaboard (Labson et al., 1995) . Chinese steel firms therefore turned to regional markets as its iron ore requirements grew during its period of high-speed growth. Chinese iron ore imports soared as a result -from 70 mtpa in 2000 to 628 mtpa by 2009 -which tripled the size of the regional market and displaced the Japanese steel industry as the region's primary consumer (Table 1) .
However, the Chinese steel mills' institutional position in the regional market was qualitatively different from the Japanese mills they displaced. First, the Chinese joint ventures with the Big-3 mining firms were relatively small in comparison to those of the Japanese 1 , meaning patterns of ownership integration with their main suppliers was relatively weak. Second, the Chinese mills lacked the institutional mechanisms for inter-firm cooperation during annual price negotiations that characterised the Japanese mills, and negotiated with the Big-3 suppliers individually rather than as a group. As the Chinese mills gradually replaced the Japanese as the region's main buyers, there was no longer an informally organised import cartel capable of negotiating with the Big-3 miners collectively and on behalf of all the region's steel firms. In the context of soaring demand, this lack of price leadership on the consumer side allowed the Big-3 to successfully press for extremely rapid price increases. 
CHINESE RESOURCE SECURITY POLICIES
While iron ore cost inflation pressures posed a resource security problem for all Asian steelmakers, the Chinese industry was especially affected. Due to its comparatively lower technology levels than its Asian competitors, the Chinese industry's product mix is concentrated in lower value-added bulk steel lines for which raw materials make up a large proportion of final costs (OECD, 2006: 14) . This exposes the Chinese sector to input prices more than its Fundamentally, these investment and cartelisation initiatives aimed to improve Chinese steel mills' resource security by restructuring the Asia-Pacific iron ore market -by sponsoring new China-backed mining entrants that would dilute the market share of the Big-3 producers, and by creating a Chinese steelmakers' cartel capable of challenging the Big-3's market power in annual price negotiations. As a result of this government-sponsored program major changes have occurred to the ownership structure and price determination process in the regional iron ore market since 2005. However, the outcomes of this program have fallen short of its goals, and have carried only mixed benefits for the Chinese iron ore security.
OWNERSHIP RESTRUCTURING AND CHINESE INVESTMENT INITIATIVES
The first element of restructuring in the Asia-Pacific iron ore market -changes to its producer-side ownership structure -has resulted from a rapid surge of Chinese investment in new iron ore projects. Given ready access to state financing Chinese firms embarked on an aggressive foreign investment strategy from 2005, the results of which are summarised in Table 2 . Between 2000 and 2010, Chinese steel and mining firms invested in thirty-five overseas iron ore projects, almost all occurring after state financial support was made available under the 2005 Steel Policy. The cumulative value of those for which data is publicly available is AUD 29 billion; and twenty-five of the investments (72% by value) were located in Australia. The majority of these investments have sponsored new entrants to the regional market through joint-venture packages, which have included Chinese firm taking minority equity stakes and offering long-term contracts to some thirty new iron ore exporters. However, an analysis of the results of the Chinese investment program show that it has achieved only mixed success in restructuring regional ownership arrangements. Its principal achievement has been to sponsor some thirty new China-backed entrants to the regional market -a dramatic change to the market's ownership structure, which before 2005 was almost wholly dominated by the Big-3 firms. This program is still in its infancy in terms of increasing regional iron ore supply -as of early-2012, only five 3 of the thirty China-sponsored projects have made production, with most planning to become operational between 2012 and 2015. Nonetheless, as the projects gradually proceed to production over the next five years, they will make a significant addition to the regional market, as the combined planned output of the eighteen projects that have given estimates of their development plans is approximately 425 mtpa, the majority of which is tied through LTCs to their Chinese investors (Table 2 ). This is equivalent to approximately half the current regional market and two-thirds of China's 2009 import needs, and will go some way toward satiating the Chinese steel industry's soaring iron ore requirements.
However, the extent to which these new projects will dilute the ownership position of the Big-3 miners in coming years is limited, due to issues regarding their prospective economic viability. First, while large in size when considered together, most of the Chinese-sponsored joint-ventures are individually quite small. With the exception of a few medium-sized projects (Fortescue Metals, MMX, African Minerals and Simandou), the bulk of the sponsored projects are planning for between 5 and 15 mtpa of production. In comparison to the Big-3 -whose size in 2009 ranged from 140 mtpa (BHP) to 250 mtpa (Vale) -these projects are extremely small, and in the heavily scale-reliant iron ore industry are unlikely to be cost-competitive. Second, many of the new projects will require costly transport and shipping infrastructure to be constructed before commencing exports. This is proving particularly difficult in the new Midwest region of Australia, where infrastructure development work is currently at a halt due to financing difficulties faced by Oakajee Port and Rail, the region's joint-venture infrastructure provider (Sydney Morning Herald, 2011) . Furthermore, many of these projects have faced significant cost blowouts since their first announcement (Sydney Morning Herald, 2012) , which has forced their Chinese backers to pay a 'supply security premium' -in the form of increased investment commitments -to guarantee their continued development 4 . As a result of their small size and comparatively high costs, it is unlikely most of these projects will be cost-competitive with the Big-3 incumbents.
Conditions of tight supply and record iron ore prices are at present justifying these high cost projects, but it is unlikely that this situation will continue in coming years. As of 2010, the Big-3 producers have themselves committed to expansion plans that would see their combined output increase by 450 mtpa by 2015 5 -approximately the same scale as the China-sponsored entrants' development plans. These expansions will limit the extent to which the Big-3's market share declines as a result of new entrants. Big-3 capacity increased will further ameliorate the current pattern of extremely tight supply, and may moderate regional iron ore prices in the process. It is likely that the poor costcompetitiveness of the new market entrants will make many unviable under a future scenario of reduced prices and market-share competition with the rapidly expanding Big-3, and will necessitate that their Chinese sponsors pay further supply security premiums to ensure they proceed to production. Of course, the issue of future price trends will depend on the future balance between Chinese steel production and regional iron ore supply. Presently, the nature of this balance is a debated question -with some forecasters predicting that regional prices will fall only slightly on current levels due to strong Chinese domestic demand for steel (The Age, 2011), while others point to the aggressive capacity expansion plans to suggest a rebalancing of supply and demand that will see prices fall by half by the middle of the next decade (Australian, 2011a) . Nonetheless, it remains an open question as to whether the majority of the thirty new China-backed iron ore entrants will ultimately succeed in moving from development to production over the coming years.
PRICE DETERMINATION AND CHINESE CARTELISATION INITIATIVES
Alongside restructuring ownership arrangements, the Chinese government's resource security policies have also driven major changes to pricing mechanisms in the Asia-Pacific iron ore market. The catalyst for change came during the annual benchmark negotiations of April 2005, when Vale and Japan's Nippon Steel struck a deal for a 71.5%
increase -a rise unprecedented in the history of the negotiations. Considered catastrophic in China, the result was blamed on the fact the deal was settled by the Japanese firms, whose declining share of regional imports meant it had now become ineffective at negotiating on behalf of the regional steelmakers as a whole (Caijing, 2005) . In response, a number of Chinese governmental policies were announced that sought to establish a Chinese iron ore importers'
cartel that could substitute for the Japanese in annual negotiations. In March, the Chinese Ministry of Commerce announced an iron ore import licensing system, under which the China Iron and Steel Association (CISA) -a private industry association run by the Chinese steel mills -was empowered to distribute and enforce iron ore import licenses (WTO, 2006) . CISA was then formally granted industry coordination powers by the government in July under the 2005 Steel Policy, with the specific goal of strengthening "self-discipline" amongst the Chinese mills in price negotiations. Baosteel, the largest Chinese steel firm, was appointed as the industry's 'champion' negotiator, with CISA promising to support Baosteel in this role by using its import licensing powers to prevent any other Chinese mills from participating in the negotiations (China Daily, 2006) . Initially, the officially stated goal of these policies was only to "stabilise" raw materials prices (NDRC, 2005: Article 30) . However, by 2008 CISA was explicitly describing the program as aimed at cartelisation, claiming its purposes was to achieve a "united front" amongst the Chinese importers (Steel Guru, 2008) . boycott spot market sales to China in order to try and force a better deal (Australian, 2008b) . However, they only proved able to extract an agreement for a 79% rise from Baosteel in July (Australian, 2008c ) -a price much closer to original Chinese demand, which resulted in two regional benchmark prices (Brazil-Asia and Australia-Asia) rather than one. Thus, by late 2008 the state-backed Chinese iron ore import cartel had transitioned into the role of representing regional steelmakers in annual price negotiations, and had successfully balanced against the pricing power of the Big-3 miners by splitting the mining firms during price talks. Australian, 2010b Australian, , 2011b Platts, 2010; Reuters , 2011b Reuters , 2011c Rio Tinto, 2011; Steel Guru, 2010 ). * Reference prices are calculated as the free-on-board price of 64% iron ore fines from Rio Tinto's Hamersley operations.
With annual negotiations becoming increasingly fraught, a major clash broke out between the two sides in 2009 as a result of intensified efforts by the mining firms to resist the Chinese cartel. Having paid the price of disunity in 2007 and 2008, the Big-3 took a more coordinated approach into the 2009 negotiations, jointly proposed a radical new 'index pricing' formula which would see the benchmark for LTC sales set with reference to regional spot market prices rather than through negotiation (Bloomberg, 2009a) . Intent on protecting the negotiated pricing (upon which their cartel depended), CISA refused to agree to the Big-3's index pricing proposal; and in the context of the thencurrent GFC also demanded that 2009 prices should fall by 45% back to their 2007 level.
The conflict between the competing pricing models of the Big-3 and the Chinese mills proved so intractable that by negotiation deadline in April no agreement was reached. Fearful that negotiations would collapse entirely, the Japanese steel mills broke ranks with the Chinese cartel and settled with the mining firms in May for a 33% reduction, albeit without the index pricing model that had been proposed (Australian, 2009 ). In turn, CISA responded by threatening a Chinese import boycott against Big-3 in an attempt to force a deeper price cut. However, when this threat failed to split the mining firms, many of the smaller Chinese steel mills began making purchases from the Big-3 on a spot market basis, seriously compromising the Chinese negotiating position (Steel Guru, 2009b) . CISA attempted to revoke the small mills' import licenses to restore discipline to the cartel; but this proposal was overruled by the Chinese Ministry of Commerce (from which its import licensing powers were legally delegated) on the grounds that cutting off the small mills' iron ore imports would seriously harm the industry, at the time exceedingly fragile due to the effects of the GFC (China Daily, 2009).
Before a formal settlement could be reached, the 2009 negotiations were then interrupted by a major political scandal.
On July 5, the Shanghai Public Security Bureau arrested four members of Rio Tinto's negotiating team on charges of bribing Chinese steel mills to provide inside information on the Chinese position during price talks (Bloomberg, 2009b) . The arrests, which became known as the 'Stern Hu Affair' 6 , proved extremely contentious. The Chinese government's handling of the arrest was less than transparent and drew official criticism from the US and Australian governments, and doubts were also raised over the authenticity of the evidence brought against the group during trials that were only partially open to outside observers. Rumours (founded or otherwise) began to circulate the arrests were a Chinese attempt to intervene in the price negotiations; though the Chinese government defended the veracity of the allegations against the group and rejected the suggestion that the arrests were in any way politically motivated (Australian, 2010a; Sydney Morning Herald, 2009 ). For its part, Rio Tinto initially denied the allegations made against the group, but when they each pleaded guilty to bribery charges during trials in March 2010 was forced to publicly accept their guilt and terminate their employment (Rio Tinto, 2009c . The immediate effect of the arrests was the total collapse of the 2009 talks, and no regional benchmark was agreed for the first time in the threedecade history of the price negotiations.
The Stern Hu Affair became the catalyst for a dramatic change to regional iron ore pricing arrangements in 2010.
Having decided that negotiations had become too politically fraught to be viable, in February 2010 the Big-3 firms declared they would no longer participate in price negotiations. Instead, they jointly proposed a 'quarterly index' system, which would see benchmark prices for LTC sales change quarterly, in line with average iron ore spot market prices during the previous quarter 7 . With annual negotiations having now entirely broken down due to the mining firms' jointly refusing to participate, CISA was forced to allow Chinese mills to import using the quarterly index pricing system in February (China Daily, 2010) , bringing to an end the Chinese iron ore import cartel. Given thencurrent spot prices, the adoption of quarterly index pricing resulted in a 99.7% price rise in its first quarter of operation alone (Table 3) , an unprecedentedly large increase even in the context of the preceding five years.
Since April 2010, all the involved parties have officially adopted the quarterly index as the price determination mechanism for the Asia-Pacific iron ore market. The Big-3 miners have defended the system as being more transparent than the negotiated benchmark (BHP Billiton, 2009b) , and argued that it reflects maturation in the regional iron ore market towards a more market-based pricing system (Vale, 2010) . In practice, however, quarterly index pricing has so far favoured the mining companies -both by delivering further price increases (with the index continuing to rise before stabilising just over USD 160 in mid-2011), as well as definitively ending the scope for the cartelisation efforts sponsored by the Chinese government. Recognising the latter consequence, CISA has since abandoned the cartelisation program entirely, and replaced it two new iron ore pricing strategies. First, in July 2010 CISA announced a new import diversification program to challenge the market power of the Big-3, under which it intends to reduce China's iron ore import dependence on the Big-3 producers to only one-third of its total consumption by 2015, with the difference to be replaced by increased imports from the new market entrants being sponsored under the Chinese investment program (Bloomberg, 2010) . This was followed in February 2011 by a CISA 6 Named after the head of the Rio Tinto negotiating team, who was the only Australian national amongst the group. 7 See statements by BHP (Mining Weekly, 2010a), Rio Tinto (Mining Weekly, 2010b) and Vale (Dow Jones, 2010) .
plan that encouraged Chinese steel firms to build iron ore stockpiles, which it argued could be strategically released in order to prevent rapid price rises and "guard against monopoly from global mining companies" (China Daily, 2011a) .
Whether Chinese steel mills will be able to use iron ore stockpiles to strategically manipulate regional iron ore prices in the coming years is a matter of debate. During 2011, Chinese steel mills increased their iron ore stockpiles by a third (to around 100 million tonnes, or two months of imports) (Bloomberg 2012) ; which Leaver (2011: 385) has suggested could potentially act as a "market-breaking weapon" under the new quarterly index system. However, as of early 2012 there has been no evidence of Chinese firms using stockpiles to manipulate regional prices, and whether such a tactic could succeed is an open question. In order to use stockpiles to manipulate spot market prices, Chinese steel mills would need to coordinate their individual purchasing activities to ensure the simultaneous release of stocks, which would presumably occur under CISA's leadership. However, given CISA's failure to effectively organise cartel activities its ability to orchestrate such a strategy is arguably weak at present. It may also invoke retaliation from the mining firms, and as the experience of the 2009 and 2010 price negotiations demonstrates the Big-3 have increasingly and effectively managed to collectively in dealing with Chinese cartel operations.
Conversely, the strategy of diversifying imports away from the Big-3 through a reinvigorated investment program could potentially prove workable for the Chinese steel industry. Based on the most recent official Chinese steel production figures (2009), the new CISA investment plan would require obtaining approximately 300 mtpa of iron ore from the Big-3, and a further 600 mtpa of 'direct shipping ore' (DSO) (or its equivalent) from other sources (CSY, 2010) . Given Chinese domestic output is around 250 mtpa of DSO-equivalent production, and that some 425 mtpa of additional capacity is currently planned by the new China-sponsored projects, this diversification goal is achievable so long as Chinese steel and iron ore production are maintained at roughly their current levels and the new projects make it to market. Nonetheless, and as noted before, the success of the new China-sponsored projects will crucially depend on future price levels. If record-high prices moderate as planned additional supply comes onto the market -425 mtpa from the new entrants and 450 mtpa from the Big-3 -many of the less cost-competitive new projects will be unable to match the prices offered by the incumbents. This will necessitate Chinese investors to make even greater financial commitments to their sponsored projects (potentially also in the form of increased export prices) to ensure they remain in the market. While financial assistance from state banks at least makes it possible for Chinese investors to pay such supply security premiums, whether they will choose to do so also remains an open question. It is possible that under a scenario of significantly reduced prices it may become attractive for Chinese steel firms to abandon import diversification and continue to rely primarily on the lower-cost Big-3 firms. Much therefore depends on future price trends, which suggests that from the Chinese perspective import diversification is essentially a hedging strategy.
If loosening supply does price out many of the new market entrants, the high prices rationalising the payment of supply security premiums to the new projects will largely be obviated; whereas if prices remain high the new projects will be a critical component of ongoing resource security efforts to diversify supply away from the Big-3 producers.
OUTCOMES AND IMPLICATIONS FOR THE ASIA-PACIFIC IRON ORE MARKET
As this analysis has shown, Chinese governmental resource security policies have driven rapid change in the AsiaPacific iron ore market during the last decade. However, while Chinese investment promotion and cartelisation efforts have carried significant effects for the structure of the regional market, in terms of improving the resource security of the Chinese steel industry the program has at best delivered mixed results.
The most significant change has been to regional iron ore price determination mechanisms. As soaring Chinese demand drove rapid price rises and undermined the Japanese mills' effectiveness as price negotiators, the Chinese industry deployed state-led cartelisation efforts from 2005 in an attempt to reinstate a representative cartel on the steelmakers side of negotiations. However, Chinese attempts to moderate price rises through cartelisation have largely failed. Despite some success in its early years between 2006 and 2008, the increased assertiveness of the Big-3, combined with the politically controversial arrests of the Rio Tinto negotiating team, terminally compromised the Chinese cartel in 2009. Moreover, the response of the Big-3 to these cartelisation efforts has been to force the abandonment of annual benchmark negotiation entirely in 2010 in favour of a market-based quarterly index system, which has (thus far) ended the scope for Chinese cartel actions. The Chinese cartelisation initiative also did little to arrest price increases, which have increased four-fold since their announcement in 2005 and are presently at record levels. Overall, cartelisation has largely failed to improve the Chinese resource security in terms of either stabilising or reducing iron ore import prices.
The broader implication of the shift from negotiated to index-based pricing is that iron ore is coming to be priced like other internationally traded mineral commodities for the first time. While a benchmark price still exists for LTC sales in the form of the quarterly index (unlike the daily spot quotes used to price minerals on the London Metals Exchange), quarterly indexing is nonetheless a major step towards the transparent and market-based pricing systems used for most other mineral commodities. Indeed, as of mid-2011 there are currently efforts from both BHP and Rio Tinto for a move to a monthly-rather than quarterly-based index (Reuters, 2011a) which, if successful, would move iron ore pricing a further step closer to other minerals. Most importantly, the shift to index pricing has removed political factors -such as the degree of coordination between steel and mining firms, and the pricing power this confers -from regional price determination, which now occurs on the basis of supply and demand balances reflected in transparent spot price movements. As Sukugawa has recently suggested, iron ore is in the process of joining the "commodity club" for the first time (2010: 62).
Changes to the ownership structure of the Asia-Pacific iron ore market have been less dramatic than those for its price determination arrangements, but somewhat more successful from the Chinese perspective. On the one hand, producer-side ownership has become less concentrated as a result of Chinese governmental investment promotion policies to sponsor new regional suppliers. Some thirty new entrants to the Asia-Pacific iron ore market have received Chinese sponsorship, which collectively intend to add at least 425 mtpa of new supply to regional markets over the coming five years. This marks a major change in producer-side ownership from the situation in 2005, when the Big-3 producers faced few competitors and dominated the regional market. If these new entrants can successfully proceed from the development to production stage, they will also add a sizeable portion of additional capacity to the Asia-Pacific market. This will go some way toward restoring balance between regional demand and supply, and improve the Chinese mills' resource security in terms of the availability of iron ore supply.
However, it is less likely that these new projects will ultimately dilute the ownership position of the Big-3 as the Chinese investment program has intended. As few are yet to enter production, the degree to which these new entrants have restructured producer-side ownership has so far been negligible. Moreover, whether all (or most) of these new entrants will actually enter the regional market in the coming years is an open question, as the majority are unlikely to be cost-competitive with the Big-3. The Big-3 are also aggressively expanding their operations, and the massive volume of new supply (around 875 mtpa) that both groups plan to add to the market can be expected to at least moderate the recent trend toward record iron ore prices. The degree to which regional prices will fall is currently debated, but nonetheless raises questions over whether the new China-sponsored entrants will be able to survive market-share competition with the Big-3, and whether Chinese investors will continue to pay supply security premiums to ensure their survival. Thus, while the sponsorship of new entrants will assist Chinese resource security by increasing regional iron ore supply in the coming years, only minimal reductions in producer-side concentration has either yet occurred or can be expected. The ultimate extent of diversification in ownership will depend upon future price trends and Chinese willingness to sponsor new market entrants, both of which suggest that expectations for a shift away from Big-3 dominance should at best be modest.
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